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Welcome New DBE’s!
Newly Certified Firms:
CATCO Business Consulting LLC
Roast and sells coffee, Walkup Window Coffee Shop
Pigeon Drive, TN | (850)491-1450 | catcobusinessconsulting@hotmail.com
Baseline Supply, LLC
Monroe Township, NJ | www.baselinesupply.net

Trainings Available
Check out some training videos here on everything from Construction Safety to Recruitment and
Retention to Free Online Marketing Tools!
SD DBE trainings are presented by Project Solutions Inc.
If you are looking for specific training please contact us at dbe@projectsolutionsinc.com
Click here to access the video library.

Upcoming Training & Events
May 03

Trending Head Protection
Solutions in Construction
Tuesday, May 3, 2022
12–1 pm MT
Register here >

May 10

David vs Goliath: 5 Secrets Every
Small Business Needs to Compete
Tuesday, May 10, 2022
11 am – 12 pm
Register here >
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May 18

USDOT West Central Symposium
Wednesday, May 18, 2022
9 AM - 5 PM MT
Register here >
Additional information on this event
can be found in the flyer at the end
of this newsletter.

Announcement:
DUNS-to-UEI Transition
The Integrated Award Environment (IAE) will no longer use the Dun &
Bradstreet DUNS Number effective April 4, 2022, for SAM.gov and other
IAE systems.
Effective April 4, 2022, IAE will use the Unique Entity ID (UEI). For more information about the transition from
the DUNS Number, click here.

UEI insight
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The DUNS Number will no longer be used to identify entities doing business with the federal government. It
is being replaced by the Unique Entity ID (SAM).
The Unique Entity ID (SAM) is a 12-character alphanumeric value managed, granted, and owned by the
government.
After April 4, 2022, entities will go to SAM.gov to obtain their Unique Entity ID (SAM).
The Unique Entity ID (SAM) will be the identifier of the record.
The plus4 will be renamed to Entity EFT Indicator
Sign up to receive updates at GSA’s Interact Community: https://interact.gsa.gov/group/integrated-awardenvironment-iae-industry-community
Visit SBA’s Office of Policy, Planning, and Liaison’s (OPPL) IAE Systems Teams site to find resources and ask
questions.

UEI Transition Details

As GSA’s IAE prepares SAM.gov, FPDS.gov, eSRS.gov, FSRS.gov, FAPIIS.gov, and CPARS.gov to transition for the
UEI, please be aware of the following important dates:
March 29 is the last day to obtain a new DUNS Number from Dun & Bradstreet for registering an entity or getting
a Unique Entity ID (SAM) before the transition.
•
•
•
•
•

Before 8:00 PM (ET) on April 1 is the last day a DUNS Number can be used to get a Unique Entity ID (SAM)
or register an entity in SAM.gov.
SAM.gov will be down for maintenance to complete the transition beginning on April 1 at 8:00 PM (ET)
until no later than 9:00 AM (ET) on April 4.
Starting Monday, April 4, 2022, the new Unique Entity ID from SAM.gov will be the official,
government-wide identifier used for federal awards.
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Recognizing Constructech Capabilities
by Bart Ronan | constructionbusinessowner.com
It has been nearly two years of challenges for construction business owners — halted projects, materials
shortages and a tight labor market have made it difficult to stay on track and be efficient.
These factors, combined with a landmark infrastructure bill, have forced a need for new technology more
quickly than most in the industry anticipated. The growth that experts expected to see take place over a threeyear period has actually occurred within the last nine months. While this shift has helped many increase their
efficiency, it also pushed many to adopt technology too quickly.
Incorporating new technology is critically important but can’t be rushed, especially in construction. Historically,
construction has relied heavily on manual processes and legacy software.
However, many are now looking at how they can incorporate new software as a service (SaaS) solutions for
greater efficiency. The key to successful technology implementation is understanding the needs of your business
and carefully evaluating solutions that can meet your current demands and scale with you.
Incorporating SaaS technology effectively can be broken down into three key areas:
•
•
•

Understanding the benefits of scalable technology
Areas of use in construction operations
Ways to manage growth effectively

The Benefits of Scalable Technology

Technology that has been widely used in the construction industry isn’t always designed for the specific industry
itself. Adopting technology could mean that you drastically must change existing processes or significantly modify
the technology to adapt to the needs of the company. This has forced the hand of some larger construction
companies and material producers, leading them to create their own homegrown internal systems. After all,
who knows your operations better than your own team?
Initially, this may work well — it is certainly an improvement over no technology at all. However, as time goes
on, many of these homegrown solutions will require significant time and resources to ensure the solution grows
with the business — putting a strain on internal information technology (IT) teams.
There are lots of new SaaS platforms that are designed specifically for the construction industry and built with
scalability in mind. To get the maximum long-term benefits, it is important to view your technology provider
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as a partner. SaaS offers low-risk and high-reward but requires change management to properly implement.
You’ll need to get your team on board to receive the full benefits of any solution. A trusted partner can help you
introduce technology and train your team. The best part is that SaaS gives construction leaders the opportunity
to start seeing value right away. These platforms are also regularly updated by providers, so there does not have
to be keen oversight of the system in-house or costly overhauls.
Technological development is a full-time endeavor that can be overwhelming for even the best internal team.
Trusted SaaS providers can take on the heavy lifting, allowing construction business owners to stay focused on
the core of their business.

Areas of Use in Operations

Third-party tech platforms help drive efficiency in several areas. There are five common pain points for that can
be easily resolved with new technology:
1. Scheduling and dispatching — Whiteboards, spreadsheets, phone calls and (more recently) text messages
are used for scheduling and dispatching because that’s what has always been done. New technology can
make a difference on day one by digitizing these traditional methods, allowing dispatchers to schedule more
efficiently, spend less time taking phone calls and more time focused on customer service. Real-time GPS
tracking, route optimization, and centralized communication capabilities are all common features in SaaS
platforms that reduce time spent on manual tasks, provide actionable insights and improve efficiency.
2. Operational visibility — You can’t manage what you can’t measure. SaaS platforms help manage operations
with granular data that couldn’t be uncovered by manual processes alone. Insights from platforms help
reduce inefficiencies in the back office, on the road, and on the jobsite quickly and in one place so leaders
can act immediately. SaaS platforms can also give you a window into third-party logistics that would have
previously been impossible to manage.
3. Asset utilization — SaaS platforms quickly identify the pieces of equipment that are being underutilized and
where best to use them for maximum efficiency. Doing so saves time and day-to-day costs. In the long run, it
can also improve scheduling and relationships with third-party logistics providers.
4. E-ticketing/Load slips — E-ticketing is gaining steam in the industry, though managing state-by-state
regulations and reworking operations to accommodate it is a challenge. Platforms manage all Department of
Transportation (DOT) regulations and explain exactly what a business needs to comply with and can handle
ticket/slip uploads in the process.
5. Hauling invoicing — Organizing and collecting invoices from your third-party haulers is not an easy task and
can incur unnecessary costs if mishandled. With technology, digital invoicing builds operational efficiencies
and contributes to more transparent business processes, reducing errors and fraud.

Effectively Managing Growth

Once you understand the benefits of scalable, third-party technology, it is time to turn your attention to how to
introduce the technology to your team in a way that promotes initial adoption and long-term success.
Clearly communicate to all teams the technology the company is implementing — and why. Expect that there
will be questions. This isn’t a negative sign. It shows you that your employees are invested in your business, need
to understand the changes and want to have guidance around your expectations of them. Acknowledge their
concerns, explain how SaaS will work within their existing workflows, give opportunities for them to ask questions
and leave ample time for training. Your technology provider should be able to provide helpful resources to you.
Finally, technology should not ever have a “set it and forget it” approach. If you want to see the long-term
value, you’ll have to have dedicated resources to ensure the technology is continually performing well, that
each person interacting with the technology is doing what is expected of them, and that bugs/issues are quickly
identified and relayed to the technology provider. Once your team has adjusted to the initial technology change
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Regional Lettings

and is able to see an improvement in their day-to-day lives, subsequent
technology will become much easier to manage and sell the team on. The
key is to think ahead and identify what will drive the greatest efficiencies
and cost savings for the company and build from there.

Aberdeen Region

Overall, construction business owners need to know that they can be
technologically savvy without changing everything about their business all
at once. They don’t need to develop technology in-house or self-manage
their solutions if they aren’t ready to do so. SaaS and third-party platforms
are designed to ease the industry into a technologically advanced future
at a comfortable pace, without sacrificing competitive advantage. Amid
labor shortages, material scarcity and an influx of projects coming from
the infrastructure bill, construction companies must plan their growth
strategy now to remain nimble.

4/29/2022: 029 S-171 & 029
N-171; PC# i6RE & i6RF; Deuel
County; Saw Cutting Relief Joints
in Pavement

Invitation to Bid
Mitchell Region
4/21/2022: 090 W-271; PC#
I6P1; I90 Valley Springs Rest Area
- Minnehaha County; Construct
Ramp for use on MNDOT project
(SF Area)
4/21/2022: 0009-271; PC# I6LU;
Sioux Falls Areawide; 2022 On
Call CRC & NRC Pavement Repair
(SF Area)
4/21/2022: 046-291, 050-291,
050W-292, 081-292, 029N-291,
029S-291 & 029S-291; PC# I6MU,
I6MW, I6MV, I6MY, I6N2, I6N1 &
I6N0; SD46, SD50, US81 & I29 in
the Yankton Area - Lincoln, Union
& Yankton Counties; CRC & NRC
Pavement Repair (Yan Area)

Invitation to Bid #1: Madison, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the
South Dakota Board Of Regents at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss
Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501-3182 until April 27,
2022 at 2:30 PM CT for the COMMUNITY CENTER ROOF REPLACEMENT, Dakota
State University, Madison, South Dakota, OSE# R0421--01X.
There will be an on-site pre-bid meeting on 21 April 2022 at 9:00 AM CT. All
bidders can meet at the Physical Plant on the campus of Dakota State University.
This pre-bid meeting is optional but is the bidders only opportunity to review
the site. Campus contact is Corey Braskamp, 1-605-256-5223, corey.braskamp@
dsu.edu. OSE contact is Chad Umlauf, chad.umlauf@state.sd.us
Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the office
of The Schemmer Associates, 1300 West 57th Street, Suite 2, Sioux Falls, SD,
57108. A/E Contact: Steve Thompson, 1-605-332-7850, SThompson@schemmer.
com. Anyone requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this
project agrees that they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid
on the project. Bidder further agrees the Plans and Specifications are the sole
property of the State.
Invitation to Bid #2: Sioux Falls, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the
South Dakota Department of Corrections at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe
Foss Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501-3182 until April
28, 2022 at 3:30 PM CT for the HILL-OUTSIDE, DRAINAGE/STORM SEWER CAT
5.6, South Dakota State Penitentiary, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, OSE# C1223-05X/ARPA.
There will be an on-site pre-bid meeting on April 20, 2022 at 11:00 AM CT. All
bidders can meet at SDSP Administration 3rd Floor Conference Room. This prebid meeting is optional but is the bidders only opportunity to review the site.
Campus contact is Jeff Wieman, 605-367-5180, Jeffery.Wieman@state.sd.us.
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OSE contact is Jennifer Walz, Jennifer.Walz@state.sd.us.
Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the office
of KU Engineering, LLC, 4800 East 57th Street, Suite B, Sioux Falls, SD 57108. A/E
Contact: Matt Corcoran, PE, 605-444-1867, matt.corcoran@kljeng.com. Anyone
requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this project agrees
that they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project.
Bidder further agrees the Plans and Specifications are the sole property of the
State.
Invitation to Bid #3: Madison, SD

Pierre Region
4/27/2022: 410C311; PC# i6RC;
Jones County; AC Resurface Murdo Maintenance Yard, Chip Seal,
& Fog Seal

Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the
South Dakota Board Of Regents at the Office of the State Engineer, Joe Foss
Building, 523 East Capitol Ave, Pierre, South Dakota 57501-3182 until April 28,
2022 at 2:30 PM CT for the ZIMMERMAN HALL RENOVATIONS, Dakota State
University, Madison, South Dakota, OSE# R0420--04X.
There will be an on-site pre-bid meeting on 21 April 2022 at 10:30 AM CT. All
bidders can meet at the Physical Plant on the campus of Dakota State University.
This pre-bid meeting is optional but is the bidders only opportunity to review
the site. Campus contact is Corey Braskamp, 1-605-256-5223, corey.braskamp@
dsu.edu. OSE contact is Chad Umlauf, chad.umlauf@state.sd.us
Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the
office of Sichmeller Engineering, Inc., 801 Railroad Ave SE Aberdeen, SD 57401
A/E Contact: Travis Sichmeller, 1-605-225-4344, traviss@siceng.biz. Anyone
requesting, reviewing, or copying Plans and Specifications for this project agrees
that they are doing so for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project.
Bidder further agrees the Plans and Specifications are the sole property of the
State.
Invitation to Bid #4: Custer, SD
Sealed combined bids will be received by the State Engineer on behalf of the
South Dakota Department of Game Fish and Parks at the Office of the State
Engineer, Kern Building, 2500 Minnekahta Ave, Hot Springs, South Dakota 57747
until May 12, 2022 at 3:00 pm MT for the Sylvan Lake Store Replacement,
Custer State Park, Custer, South Dakota, OSE# G2121--11X.
There will be an on-site pre-bid meeting on April 21, 2022 at 9:00 am MT. All
bidders can meet at the Sylvan Lake Store. This pre-bid meeting is optional but
is the bidders only opportunity to review the site. Campus contact is Jayme
Severyn, 605.255.4800, jayme.severyn@state.sd.us. OSE contact is Steve
Mezger, steve.mezger@state.sd.us.
Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained by bidders at the office
of JLG, 510 ½ 9th Street, Suite 202, Rapid City, SD 57701. A/E Contact: Brandon
Watts, 605.394.8836, bwatts@jlgarchitects.com. Anyone requesting, reviewing,
or copying Plans and Specifications for this project agrees that they are doing so
for the sole purpose of submitting a bid on the project. Bidder further agrees the
Plans and Specifications are the sole property of the State.

Rapid City Region
4/21/2022: 090E-452 & 090W452; PC# i6r7 & i6r8; I-90; Asphalt
Patching on I-90 near Wasta
4/21/2022: 473-451; PC# i6r9;
Hwy 473 near Terry Peak; Asphalt
Pavement Repair on Hwy 473
4/26/2022: 014A-468; PC# i6rq;
Hwy 14A in Deadwood; Bridge
Deck Repair on Hwy 14A in Deadwood
4/26/2022: 090EF-452; PC# i6rd;
I90 Service road near Piedmont;
Asphalt Repair on I90 Service
Road near Piedmont
4/26/2022: 034-451; PC# i6rk;
Hwy 34 in Sturgis; Curb & Gutter
Repair on Hwy 34 in Sturgis
For listings please visit the
SDDOT website’s Regional
Lettings here.
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Bid Lettings
Bid Lettings Open May 04, 2022
1. IM-NH-P 0020(222) (PCN 08P4); Aurora, Brule, Buffalo, Charles Mix, Davison, Lincoln, Minnehaha; Bridge
Deck Treatment; Various Locations Throughout the Mitchell Region
2. P 0065(19)164 (PCN 06L0); Corson, Dewey, Ziebach, SWPPP = 2.20 AC; Pipe Work, Erosion Control; SD65 Fm US212 to the Grand River
3. IM 0905(118)260 (PCN 06P0); Brule, Lyman, SWPPP = 24.40 AC; Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing of Shoulders,
Edge Drains, Repair Str Bridge, Joint & Spall Repair, Pipe Work, Lighting; I90 EBL & WBL - Fm Oacoma to 2 E
of Chamberlain
4. P 0053(09)10, 044-392 (PCN 069V, I65P); Mellette, Tripp, SWPPP = 1.00 AC; Cold Milling, Asphalt Concrete
Resurfacing, Erosion Repair, Pipework, Guardrail Replacement, & Contractor Furnished and Placed Asphalt
Concrete; SD53 - Fm US18 S 16; SD44 - Fm US83 to US183
5. IM-P 0033(38) (PCN 088V); Jackson, Jones, Lyman; Asphalt Surface Treatment & Rout & Seal; Various
Locations in the Winner Area
6. NH 0011(154) (PCN 089F); Day; Pavement Restoration; US12 - Fm 2 miles East of Andover to Webster
7. PH 0020(204) (PCN 07A9); Lincoln, Minnehaha; Durable Pavement Marking; SD115- Fm I90 to I29 & I29 Exit
68
8. P 0021(181) (PCN 0885); Aurora, Charles Mix, Jerauld, Sanborn; Rout & Seal; Various Locations in the
Mitchell Area
9. P 0031(00) (PCN 08U2); Hughes; Asphalt Concrete Resurfacing, PCC Surfacing and Gravel Surfacing;
Department of Public Safety Emergency Vehicle Operations Course near Pierre

11 Questions Hiring Managers Should Ask During
Interviews
by Mark Jones | constructionexec.com
It’s no secret making great hires can help companies reduce costly turnover and increase productivity and team morale.
So what can hiring managers do during the hiring process to ensure they are identifying the best possible candidate
for their company’s needs? One way is to review the questions they are asking during interviews—and how they are
interpreting the answers.
1. Why are you interested in joining our organization?
This is a great starter question because it gives the interviewer the opportunity to see the candidate has done their
homework on the organization. A great candidate will have specific reasons why this opportunity with this organization
piqued their interest, as opposed to a generalized response about needing a new opportunity.
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2. What do you dislike about your current situation?
With a question like this, hiring managers should be looking for two things. First, the candidate should not be negative,
complaining about their current company or boss in a way that indicates they will do the same to this organization in the
future. Second, they should be looking forward in their careers, identifying shortcomings in their current roles that may
not allow them to reach long-term goals.
3. What are your goals in the first 90 to 120 days?
This is one way for interviewers to determine if a candidate has given thought to the difficult transition period and is
coming into the interview process with a plan. In addition, it can help hiring authorities understand how the candidate
approaches problems and professional goals.
4. What type of impact do you want to have on this company? Where do you want to be in 5 to 10 years?
Not only do these questions reiterate the importance of having a plan, but they also highlight whether a candidate is
thinking long term when it comes to their tenure with the new company. In addition, they can help interviewers evaluate
whether the candidate has realistic goals given the structure and needs of the company.
5. What has been your greatest professional challenge or mistake? What has been your greatest professional
accomplishment?
Here, candidates have an opportunity to discuss mistakes or shortcomings they may have had in the past, but they also
have the chance to showcase problem-solving skills and a positive attitude when it comes to meeting challenges headon.
6. What are your greatest strengths and weaknesses?
This is arguably the most “classic” interview questionfor good reason: It allows interviewers to determine whether a
candidate has a strong sense of self-awareness and humility. No one is perfect, and a great candidate will know their own
strengths and own up to areas in which they would like to grow and improve.
7. What would your coworkers (peers, superiors and subordinates) say about you?
This question twists the classic version, offering a new angle in which candidates can demonstrate that same selfawareness and humility. This form of the question can also help an interviewer begin to evaluate how a candidate would
work as a peer, manager or supporting team member.
8. Describe your management style. How do you deal with under-performers?
These questions dig deeper into a candidate’s performance from a management standpoint, and the answers also
showcase a candidate’s potential culture fit, temperament and general attitude.
9. How do you deal with adversity when a project goes south or when a day goes badly?
Everyone has bad days and deals with challenging circumstances. By addressing these inevitable struggles, interviewers
can further explore a candidate’s temperament and attitude, in addition to problem-solving and coping skills.
10. How do you deal with scenarios in which you think you’re right and your boss thinks you’re wrong?
There will inevitably be times when there is a disconnect between what managers and subordinates believe is the
right thing to do. This question helps interviewers determine a candidate’s conflict resolution strategies, attitude and
willingness to be flexible and back up their beliefs.
11. WHAT TYPE OF CULTURE WOULD YOU FIT BEST IN? HOW DO YOU ENVISION WORK-LIFE BALANCE?
These questions help both parties understand whether the candidate and the company are compatible when it comes to
cultural and lifestyle expectations. There is no right or wrong answer here; this is simply a way to determine whether the
needs of each party are in alignment.
Interviews are an important time for candidates and hiring managers to exchange information and determine whether a
hire would be mutually beneficial. These questions can help interviewers get to the heart of what makes a strong longterm fit between a company and a candidate and will help set everyone up for success in the long run.
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Primes Seeking DBEs
OFTEDAL CONSTRUCTION, INC. requests bids from Qualified Disadvantaged
Business Enterprises (DBE), Minority Business Enterprises (MBE), and Woman
Business Enterprises (WBE), as well as all other subcontractors and suppliers
for various items of materials/construction for the following SD Department of
Transportation project to be let April 20, 2022, at 10:00AM CDT at the SD DOT
Office in Pierre, SD.
Item #1: Meade, Pennington Counties
Grading, Asphalt Concrete Surfacing, Pavement Marking & Storm Sewer
Nemo Road & Norris Peak Road
Project No. PH 8041(20) PCN 05F8
Please send, email or call bids to Oftedal Construction, Inc., 2376 N. Seven Mile Road, Casper, WY 82604, Phone
(307) 237-4499, Email caudiss@oftedalconstruction.com
Oftedal Construction, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Plans and specifications may be viewed at no cost
and/or downloaded at South Dakota Department of Transportation - Lettings (sd.gov) and they may also be
obtained at the Construction Industry Center – (605) 343-5252
SIMON CONTRACTORS OF SOUTH DAKOTA INC. will be bidding as a prime
contractor on the following SD Department of Transportation project to be
let April 20 at 10:00AM at the SDDOT Office in Pierre, SD.
Item #1: Meade, Pennington Counties
Grading, Asphalt Concrete Surfacing, Pavement Marking & Storm Sewer
Nemo Road & Norris Peak Road
Project No. PH 8041(20) PCN 05F8
Bids are requested on the following items of work:
HAULING
STAKING
CLEARING/GRUBBING
TRAFFIC SIGNAGE
REMOVE GUARDRAIL
PAVEMENT MARKING
TRAFFIC CONTROL
SEED/ FERTILIZE/ EROSION CONTROL
If you have any questions about this project, please contact Adam Bauer at 605-394-3300.
A current Certificate of Insurance with (a) Public Liability Insurance, (b) Property Damage Insurance, and (c)
Workmen’s Compensation coverage per Specifications will be required. Simon is an EEO Employer.
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$550 BILLION IN

Track Dollars that

SPENDING ON

will be spent in CO.

INFRASTRUCTURE

NE, ND, SD, UT and
WY
REGIONAL CONTRACTING SYMPOSIUM

INFRASTRUCTURE
INVESTMENT & JOBS ACT
Making sure
small business gets its share

MAY 18

LEARN WHERE
THE CONTRACTS

9:00AM 5:00PM

ARE AND WHO TO

MST

TALK TO
The United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) Office of
Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization (OSDBU) wants to ensure that small business gets their fair share of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. The $1.2 trillion Senate bill allocated $550
billion in new spending on transportation, water and power infrastructure, and pollution cleanup, in addition to regular annual spending
on infrastructure projects.

AGENDA

USDOT and West Central USDOT are holding a Small Business
Contracting Symposium on May 18th. This Virtual Conference will
inform businesses about where opportunities will be and connect
businesses with resources to help them be ready to do that work.
USDOT wants to ensure that small businesses are included in the
roll-out of this Infrastructure Bill.

10:00am - Operating Agencies - FAA, FHWA

We will have representatives from USDOT, FAA, FHWA, State DOT
Leaders and the USDOT West Central Small Business Transportation Resource Center addressing small businesses at this symposium. The morning starts at 9:00am MST with speakers and panels.
From 3:00pm-5:00pm, there will be a one-on-one marketplace to
match small businesses to primes, agencies and supportive services.

3:00-5:00pm - Matchmaking with vendor

Register
You must be registered by May 11 to participate.

9:00am - OSDBU Director Shelby Scales
-West Central SBTRC Director Joseph Serna
-Utah DOT Executive Director Carlos Braceras
9:40am - USDOT Overview of Infrastructure
Bill
12:00noon - State DOTs on state level funding
- Utah, Nebraska, Wyoming and South Dakota
2:00pm - Breakout sessions of Technical
Assistance for Small Businesses
assistance and contracts

USDOT West Central
Symposium
MAY 18, 2022
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